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Editorial
Like the women in the room, seasons come and go. No sooner than summer had surprised us, autumn’s mists
were gathering, and the leaf fall began: horse-chestnuts first, harbingers of inevitability. Leaves, in fact,
seemed remarkably reluctant to fall this October; but November – that most deeply autumnal of the months –
sees sodden piles of them blown into garden corners, scatterings of them littering the lawn.
Against the darkening, even ruinous, feel of the month, this Autumn edition of ‘Exchanges’ offers some
new reflections on T S Eliot; fragments, one hopes, of inspiration to illuminate the seasonal gloom. Following
the huge success of the Society’s stall at the July T S Eliot Festival at Little Gidding, where early and unusual
Eliot editions gathered by Society Chair Paul Keers were avidly snapped up by festival-goers, Paul writes
here about Eliot autographs. How proper that this most Anglo-Catholic of modernist writers should prompt
an interest in relics!
Looking forward to the new year of 2020, in which the Emily Hale correspondence will at long last see
the light of day, a new contributor, Sara Fitzgerald, recounts her own Eliot journey and how it led her to Emily:
a fascinating, transatlantic contribution which foregrounds the American experience of Eliot and prompts
the reflection that Eliot may be seen very differently on different sides of the Atlantic… not least when the
correspondence is eventually opened.
Meanwhile, this side of the ocean, the late summer saw an academic colloquium take place in - of
all places – Virginia Woolf’s garden at Monk’s House, Rodmell, near Lewes. Our Sussex correspondent Jay
Phillips spent a chilly evening there and his record of the event forms the third of our articles for this edition.
You’ll also find an invitation to make your own contribution to ‘Exchanges’: simply select your own
favourite passage from the poetry of T S Eliot, and in two or three hundred words persuade the Editor of the
good sense of your choice. A bottle of champagne goes to the most convincing case!
John Caperon
Exchanges is the quarterly newsletter of the T.S. Eliot Society (UK). If you would like to contribute or if you
have queries or suggestions please contact the Editor direct at Exchanges@tseliotsociety.uk
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In Eliot’s own hand: the pleasures of the autograph
There is a particular pleasure in acquiring an item signed by T S
Eliot. To know that Eliot himself held and wrote upon it, with the
hand and perhaps even the pen with which he wrote his poetry, gives
one an extraordinary personal connection with the man. And there
are several ways of obtaining something which Eliot has signed.
Simple autographs are usually the least expensive. This
dated autograph (right), framed together with a portrait photo, sold
for £121; as for provenance, its seller explained that “The signature
came from an autograph book owned by a porter at the Royal Station
Hotel in Newcastle, and all the signatures inside were obtained in
person when stars (sic) stayed there.”
The next level up are signed books. Here, prices reflect a balance
between the significance of the work, the condition of the book, and
whether it is a First Edition. So a signed copy of ‘The Use of Poetry and
The Use of Criticism’, a later printing of a less popular book in good
condition, was on sale recently for £310. A very battered copy of
Collected Poems 1909-1935, signed in 1936 (left), was being offered at
£450.
What of more significant works? Signed First Editions of
individual Four Quartets might range from £1,750 for ‘Dry Salvages’
to £3,000 for ‘Little Gidding’. A First Edition ‘Old Possum’s’, signed by
Eliot both in his own name and as Old Possum, is £2,750. And a signed,
1922 edition of ‘The Waste Land’ is for sale at £6,000.
Gift inscriptions from Eliot to significant individuals will raise
prices even higher. (There are examples of some of these on the Rare
Books & Manuscripts page of our website.) And if you see that a signature is “laid in”, that is dealer-speak for
a signature which is inserted on a separate piece of paper or card.
One way of ensuring authenticity is to look for the limited editions
which Eliot signed on publication. ‘Ash Wednesday’, for example, was first
published in an edition of only 600 numbered copies, each one signed by Eliot
(right); these sell today for around £1,200. Similar signed editions of some of
the Ariel poems, like ‘Animula’, sell for £800 or so.
(Although there may be something of the impersonal in the notion of
Eliot patiently signing his way through page after page after page…)
And then there are letters. Most of TS Eliot’s letters are typed, on Faber
headed notepaper, and those which come on to to the open market understandably
tend to be written to lesser correspondents. Nevertheless, prices start around
£700, and rise rapidly into the thousands if the recipient, or the content, are
significant; the example below is on sale from the US for $1250.
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Anyone who saw the movie ‘Can You Ever Forgive Me?’, about
the forger Lee Israel, will know the lengths to which forgers will go
in order to fake signatures which can achieve these kinds of prices.
There are aspects of the way in which Eliot signs a book, or writes the
date, which soon become recognisable – but they will be familiar to a
forger as well. Reputable dealers, like Blackwell’s Rare Books in
Oxford, provide lengthy descriptions of items and their provenance,
while Peter Harrington in London provides “an unconditional
guarantee of every item’s authenticity and completeness as described.”
There are links to both on the Rare Books & Manuscripts page of our
website. Inevitably, their prices are higher as a consequence; but for
some, who see their purchase as an investment, and who want the
hand of Eliot proven, those can be prices worth paying.
Paul Keers

My favourite Eliot …
One of the most popular elements in the annual T S Eliot Festival
programme has been the walk-up session ‘My favourite Eliot’, where
Festival-goers read their favourite (brief!) passage of Eliot. Now the
Society Committee has suggested that we run a contest: we invite readers
to submit their favourite passage of Eliot to Exchanges, and in two or
three hundred words persuade the Editor of the strength of their case.
So why not go back through your recollected Eliot, make your
selection, and write your case? Send your brief piece (200-300 words)
to the Editor; and the most persuasive submission will win a bottle of
champagne. Cheers!
John Caperon
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Snowﬂakes in summer? An evening in Virginia Woolf’s garden

The Monk’s House Garden
Seeing the Monk’s House event publicised on the T S Eliot Society website, my first reaction was
dismissive, to say the least: isn’t this going to be a bit flakey? The title itself – ‘Botanical Modernism[s]: A
Midsummer’s Evening Symposium Considering Modernism and the Garden Space’ - could well have justified
my instant response. But the event, thankfully, turned out not to be populated by the wispy snowflakes
I’d envisioned. Instead, Jasmine McCrory of Queen’s University, Belfast, had gathered a strong group of
young academics and doctoral students whose various inputs during the evening were sharp and illuminating.

Jasmine McCrory and Jeremy Diaper
McCrory’s own declared research interest in exploring ‘the relationship between botanical spaces,
focusing on the private garden, and American modernist poetry’ was clearly the uniting vision; and at the
conclusion of the event (before we all trooped off to the pub in the dark) Jeremy Diaper’s summation, also
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the core themes of his T S Eliot and Organicism (2018), was a stimulating round-up of the evening’s themes,
as well as providing an insightful exploration of natural imagery in ‘The Waste Land’.
But back to snowflakes. Having an August birthday I have become well aware over the years of
the unreliability of that month, as far as weather is concerned: in August anything goes! Thank goodness
it didn’t rain (though it did threaten); and that the thirty or so hardy souls assembled beneath the tree
by Virginia Woolf’s writing hut didn’t all slink off to the comfort of the pub earlier! It was an overcast
evening, exposed and draughty, hardly ‘midsummer’ at all; and though the garden behind us still displayed
its summer beauty, the outlook across field and downland was bleak. The magic of the garden setting was
diluted; the nymphs, you might say, had departed.
Having said which, the content of the
evening was well worth the shivering. Though
I’d anticipated that Marvell’s ‘The Garden’ might
have proved a jumping-off point (not the case),
the range of brief and highly specialist papers I
found fascinating. Hattie Walters (Birmingham
University) spoke of another Sussex gardenercreative, Ford Madox Ford: and gardening,
surely, must for him have been post-World War I
therapy? Laura Blomvall (York University) took
us to World War II, reminding us of Leonard
Woolf’s conviction in 1939 that Virginia’s irises
The colloquy setting
would be blooming long after Hitler….
Jack Head (Queen Mary, London) offered insights into the sensibility of Patrick Heron, ‘one of the
half dozen important British painters of the twentieth century’, according to the Guardian’s obituary, and
creator of the ‘highly abstracted’ portrait of T S Eliot in the National Portrait Gallery. Camilla Bostock
(Plymouth University) explored Modernism’s response to the garden, highlighting Katherine Mansfield and
Dora Carrington; while Victoria Cornick, (University of Southern California) in what was probably the most
elegant and detailed of the evening’s brief contributions, explored Virginia Woolf’s floral expertise in her
fascinating paper on ‘Mrs Dalloway’s Flowers’.
Stumbling my way out of the darkling Woolf garden, I reflected on what the evening had brought.
Against the odds, it seemed, and certainly exceeding my expectations, this had been a most worthwhile
colloquy. Largely avoiding academic display, but rooted in proper scholarship, the contributors had struck
out some interesting new trails into the complex world of literary Modernism. The fundamental link
between literary writing and the natural world is scarcely a strictly ‘Modern’ phenomenon, though. From
Homer onwards we have drawn on the natural world which is the context for our human life to metaphorise
or simply describe our life journeys. It’s just that the urgency of this connection can’t in the twenty-first
century be ignored.
Jay Phillips
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An Eliot Journey … leading to Emily Hale
My saga began five years ago, when a member of my longtime
women’s group said, ‘I loved this poem when I studied it in college.
And now I’d like for us to read it again.’
Thus began my introduction to ‘Burnt Norton’- and the
world of Emily Hale. Like many well-educated American students
in the late sixties, I had read T.S. Eliot’s ‘The Love Song of J. Alfred
Prufock’ in high school or ‘The Waste Land’ in college. But I went
on to study American History instead of English Literature, and
turned my academic interests to the burgeoning field of women’s
history, and stories of women that were yet to be told.
My Google search for ‘Burnt Norton’ turned up the
verses of the first of the poems that became ‘Four Quartets’. The
Wikipedia entry explained that in 1934, Eliot had visited a deserted
manor by that name with a woman named Emily Hale. Then came
Emily Hale in 1914
this intriguing sentence: ‘Even though Eliot was married, he spent
a lot of time with Hale and might possibly have become involved
with her had he not been married.’ Digging more deeply, I learned that Eliot wrote Hale more than a thousand
letters over the course of their lifetimes and that she had donated them to Princeton University with the proviso
that they remain sealed until fifty years after the latter of their two deaths. Hale died on October 12, 1969, and
I learned that the letters would be made public on January 2, 2020.
As a retired journalist, biographer and novelist, I quickly became obsessed with finding a way to tell
Hale’s story. After I learned from Lyndall Gordon’s ground-breaking biographies that Eliot arranged for Hale’s
own letters to be destroyed, I concluded that a biography might never be possible because there were too many
gaps in her story. So I decided to write a novel, in the hope of bringing Emily Hale to life when the letters
were finally opened. I tried to keep, as much as possible, to the known facts of the Hale-Eliot relationship, but
because they were both so discreet, there was much that had to be left to a novelist’s imagination.
As my work progressed, I acknowledged that when Eliot’s letters were opened, they might turn out to
be quite tame, discussing literary matters, the minutiae of their lives, or news of mutual friends. Scholars might
conclude that Hale had spun a fantasy of the life she and Eliot would share if and when his wife, Vivienne,
died. But when Christopher Ricks and Jim McCue published their annotated collection of Eliot’s poetry, they
included an excerpt from the letter Eliot sent after he learned of Hale’s gift to Princeton: ‘My God! Does this
mean that a complete stranger, a professional librarian, is already reading letters which were composed for
your eye alone? I seem to have heard of dying travellers in a desert, with the vultures starting to dismember
them before the end. I feel somewhat like that.’ Although Eliot was a notoriously private person, his response
suggested his letters might include some intimacies, and that he was concerned that details might become
public just as he was contemplating marriage to a much-younger woman.
The bulk of what remains of Hale’s own papers are stored in the Smith College Archives. Other
materials are in the archives of other institutions where she taught speech and drama: Simmons College,
Milwaukee-Downer College (now part of Lawrence University), Scripps College, Concord Academy and
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Abbot Academy. Interviews with some of Hale’s Abbot students, now close to age 80, convinced me that she
indeed was a remarkable woman, fondly remembered by many of the students she taught and directed.
Among the most poignant of Hale’s existing letters are those she wrote Margaret and Willard Thorp,
who guided her donation of the Eliot letters to Princeton, where Willard taught for most of his career. They
encouraged her to include a memoir of her own. But after Eliot’s death, Hale changed her mind and asked
Princeton to return it. She could do the math and realized that Valerie Eliot might still be alive when the
letters--and her story—became public. She wanted to spare Eliot’s second wife any possible embarrassment
and decided to let Eliot’s letters speak for themselves.
Several years earlier, Willard Thorp had encouraged Hale to specify ‘in which poems of Tom’s, or
parts of poems you figure? In twenty years, fifty years, this will be the question to which writers and scholars
will very much want to have an answer.’
Now, after a fifty-year wait, we writers and scholars will finally get our chance.
Sara Fitzgerald
Sara Fitzgerald is a retired Washington Post editor and the author of the novel ‘The Poet’s Girl’, published by
the Thought & Expression Company.
															
And finally…
A matter of great significance in Eliot studies was resolved in this 1933 letter from his brother, Henry Ware Eliot:
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